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INTRODUCTION
A decade of stamina and determination
IPYL was established in a time of new promise and potential, a time when the
first signs of a sovereign Palestinian state emerged with the creation of the
Palestinian National Authority. In many ways, our vision was one that
complemented that of the official establishment. Ten years ago, the idea of
establishing an NGO that would dare to tackle sensitive issues within the
Palestinian community started to see the light.
Over the years our organization has grown both in terms of its aims and profile.
We started out in order to provide a secular space for youth initiatives and ideas.
Over time our programmes have empowered local Palestinian youth to develop a
public voice of their own, which in turn enabled us to gain momentum as a
community-based development progressive organization. The International
Palestinian Youth League has become a competent and trusted medium in the
civil society movement on both local and national levels.
Through this eleven-year stage, IPYL has managed to bridge significant gaps
between the Palestinian youth and their peers around the globe. Thousands of
international and Palestinian youth have been able to meet, live and work
together on a variety of volunteer actions. We believe that these opportunities
have provided unique experiences for mutual personal and professional
development. The successes of these programmes have also provided the
impetus for IPYL to revitalise and expand the local frames of reference for youth
and voluntary work through the provision and coordination of sustainable
regional and international dimensions to these programmes. By integrating new
information technologies into our work, IPYL has been able to keep in step with
the changing times and to take on new challenges.
It goes without saying that the road to success has been at times arduous and
beset with difficulties that have been in direct relation to the socio-political and
economical situation in Palestine. That said, IPYL has managed to overcome the
obstacles and challenges by maintaining constructive self-confidence and
determination. The Palestinian youth, who carry the national agony on their
shoulders in these testing times, have demonstrated their capacities and will to
live on, with the help of IPYL. Rather than cursing the situation and waiting for
miracles to happen. They have proceeded in a responsible and mature manner
and assumed their role as agents of change. We have them to thank first and
foremost. IPYL stands proud of helping to roll the wheel of progress forward.
Palestinian youth need further attention and encouragement from the different
actors in our field. If we are to continue to stimulate both independent and
alternative thinking in our youth and to provide active participation in decisionmaking, it is crucial that we have the necessary resources. We urgently require
support and hope to find listening ears among the different leadership levels
within the Palestinian Authority.

I would like to conclude my opening statement mentioning a famous proverb that
"those not feeding their own armies will end up feeding other’s armies".
Paraphrasing this expression I can say: "If a nation does not provide necessary
attention to its own youth, others will be in charge of their future". I am sure the
Palestinian people has all the necessary resources – both financial and human –
to nurture and unite its youth around the great values of moderation and peace,
solidarity and self-esteem, knowledge and the readiness to share.
Adli Daana
Secretary General
December 2007

IPYL Mission and Vision:
The International Palestinian Youth League (IPYL) is an independent nongovernmental, non-partisan, secular organisation based in Hebron. IPYL was
founded in May 1997 by a cross-section of Palestinian youth activists. IPYL’s
mission is to socially, politically and economically empower youth, aged 15-35, in
Palestinian society in order to mitigate the effects of the Israeli occupation. As a
result of the Israeli occupation, Palestinian youth have been denied educational
opportunities, sites for cultural activities, and community development resources.
IPYL works on creating a core of young community leaders who will become
active citizens and who will implement their activities and visions with a
responsibility toward community needs and development.
IPYL aims to counteract these problems through grassroots educational
programs, intercultural training, and youth leadership activities. Since its
inception, IPYL has implemented over 700 activities, including international
voluntary exchanges, cross-cultural study trips, and leadership seminars. By
undertaking these activities, IPYL has developed strong alliances with a wide
network of individuals and organisations. These include grassroots volunteers in
the Hebron area, Palestinian community organisations in Palestine, and
International youth networks. IPYL’s focus is on international cooperation,
because of the firm belief that youth problems can be better addressed through
cross-cultural dialogue. Through international activities, Palestinian youth can
network with young people elsewhere and find constructive solutions to their
problems. IPYL also aims to mobilise the necessary tools to empower youth to
help themselves, to promote active citizenship rather than trying to solve
problems for them.

IPYL’s Objectives:




Empowering Palestinian youth to deal with the multi-layered problems
resulting from the illegal Israeli occupation through programs that stress
secular values, grassroots social, economic and political participation,
intercultural learning, and community directed development.
Facilitating
Palestinian
education
through
international
learning
opportunities, local community volunteer programs, leadership and
language training and in mobilising resources for youth initiated and youth
directed community projects.

IPYL’s Projects and Activities:
International Voluntary Work Camps: IPYL has organised over 49 work
camps in various Palestinian localities, which have implemented important
community development projects. Comprised of both international and
Palestinian participants, these work camps emphasise intercultural learning and
basic work activities, with the aim of youth empowerment.

Youth Leadership Training: IPYL has participated in and hosted numerous
leadership seminars and training courses. These have focused on issues such as
human rights and democratic development, as well as youth management, youth
policy and communication strategies.

Media and Democracy: IPYL emphasises the democratic process and
procedures in addition to freedom of expression and independent media inside

Palestinian society as a first step towards liberation and freedom of thought.
IPYL developed a variety of actions in this direction through its media Centre that
has been in operation since Feb 2004.

National and International Seminars: IPYL has participated in numerous
seminars whereby Palestinian and European youth network, build leadership skills
and engage in dialogue. Previous meetings have focused on gender equality,
cultural diversity, and conflict resolution.

Youth Exchange Programs: IPYL participates in international exchange
programs that enhance intercultural learning. IPYL has coordinated European
Voluntary Service programs in Palestine, sent local youth to European work
camps and long-term volunteering postings, and facilitated study tours for
international organisations.

Cultural Activities: IPYL has been actively involved in promoting Palestinian and
Arab culture among the youth. It has collaborated on the preservation of
Hebron’s Old City, and promotes literature, music and dance to local youth in its
work camps and study tours.

Schools Across Borders: This project aims at developing the concepts of
human values and tolerance among teenagers from 8 schools in the old part of
Hebron city, and later exchanges of letters and videos of daily issues of an
average Palestinian child with their peers in 20 children schools in Ireland (Dublin
and Belfast). Annually, group of 13-15 Palestinian children travel to Ireland to
meet their peers as part of their informal education sessions. Through this
project, the children are able to express and share their thoughts and ideas with
children the same age in Ireland.

Strategic Alliances: IPYL frequently networks with national and international
organizations in an effort to cooperate on youth initiatives. Current linkages exist
with the Youth Development Department in Palestine and Baladna in Israel. IPYL
has also collaborated with international peace and youth networks, including
Youth Action for Peace, Coordinating Committee for International Voluntary
Service, Mediterranean Youth Forum, Alliance, Intercultural Cultural Youth
Exchange, Service Civil International and INFOYOUTH.
IPYL membership around the world: IPYL is a member organization with the
following networks and platforms.
Youth Action for Peace
Avenue du Parc Royal, 3, Brussels 1020, Belgium.
Tel: +32 (0)2 478 94 10
Fax: +32 (0)2 478 94 32
E-mail: info@yap.org
Web: www.yap.org
United Network of Young Peacebuilders
Javastraat 58, AR 2585, The Hague, The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 70 364 7799
Fax: +31 70 362 2633
E-mail: info@unoy.org
Web: www.unoy.org
The Anna Lindh Euro-Mediterranean
between Cultures
P.O.Box 732, Alexandria 21111, Egypt.
Tel: +20 3 4831832
Fax : +20 3 4820471
E-mail: info@euromedalex.org
Web : www.euromedalex.org

Foundation

for

the

Dialogue

Coordinating Committee for International Voluntary Service
CCIVS, UNESCO House, 1 rue Miollis, 75732 Paris, Cedex 15, France.
Tel. : (33.1) 45.68.49.36
Fax. : (33.1) 42.73.05.21
E-mail: ccivs@unesco.org
Web: www.unesco.org/ccivs/
Islamic Conference Youth Forum for Dialogue
Secretariat
AZ 0001, Azerbaijan, Baku, Jafarov Gardashlari str. 16,
Tel: (+99 412) 492 11 52, 492 32 23
Fax: (+99 412) 492 21 67
Email: info@icyf.com
Web: www.icyf.com

and

Cooperation,

INFOYOUTH
C/O INJEP, 11 rue Paul Leplat - 78160 Marly le roi - FRANCE
Tél : +33 1 39 17 27 27
Fax : +33 1 39 17 27 06
Email: info@inforyouth.org
Web: www.infoyouth.org
Mouvement pour une Alternative Non-violente
114 rue de Vaugirard ,75006 Paris, France
Tel: 0033 1 45 44 48 25
Fax : 0033 1 45 44 57 13
E-mail: info@nonviolence.fr
Web: www.nonviolence.fr
Association for One Democratic State in Palestine/Israel
Maison des Associations, 15, rue des Savoises, 1205 Geneva, Swizerland.
Tel: 0041 223201573
Fax: 0041 223201573
Email: secretariat@odspi.org
Web: www.one-democratic-state.org .
Palestinian Network for Youth Associations
C/O Juhoud for Community & Rural Development, Birzeit-Al-Kherbeh, Issa Abu
Daieh Bldg, 3rd Fl, Off. 6, P.O.Box: 67460, Salah Deen St, Jerusalem
Tel.:+ 972-2-281-1629,
Fax: + 972-2-281-1831
Palestinian Youth Resource Center
Al-Ersal street, Zahret al-Masaif Building, P.O.Box 1353, Ramallah, Palestine.
Tel: + 970 2 2951025/6
Fax: +970 2 2951027

IPYL departments and sections:

Administration and management: Mr. Adli Daana/ Secretary General at:
Adli@ipyl.org
Project development and fundraising: Ms. Sara Valerio/ Projects Manager at:
saravale80@gmail.com
Information and correspondences: info@ipyl.org
Workcamps, long term voluntary service and youth exchanges
department: workcamps@ipyl.org / exchanges@ipyl.org / ltv@ipyl.org.
Training department; Media, human rights and democracy: Mr. Bilal
Salameh/ trainings coordinator at: bilal@ipyl.org.
MedHebron project (media and democracy) at: info@MedHebron.net.

IPYL Current board of directors: The current board of directors for IPYL are:

Mr. Adli Daana/ Secretary General
Ms. Georgette Habashi/ Treasurer
Mr. Imad Hamdan/ Deputy Secretary General
Mr. Wassim Khazmo/ International Relations
Ms. Kifah Emreish/ Procurement committee
Mr. Mazen Jabari/ Projects and networking
Mr. Jawad Neiroukh/ Public and Community Relations

For correspondence:
International Palestinian Youth League
Jaffa Street- Isra‟ Bldg. – 5th floor
P. O. Box 618
Hebron, Palestine
Tel: +972-2-2229131 or + 972-2-2215586
Fax: +972-2-2290652
E-mail: info@ipyl.org
Website: www.ipyl.org

OUR ACTIVITIES 2006
VOLUNTEERING
Long-Term Voluntary Services – Outgoing
IPYL placed one long-term volunteer in a project in France:
- Ramzi Mohtaseb (Hebron):
Three months voluntary service (June 10 –
September 09) with our partner organization “Concordia” in an exchange titled
“Rencontres des cultures” in Escalqueurs (Haute-Garonne)
Long Term Voluntary Placements - Incoming
- Eloise Ettedgui (France): one-month voluntary service at IPYL from (January 15
– February 20).
- Japanese Doctor (Japan): three month at Al-Ahli Hospital from (March 16 –
June 13).
- Theatre group (Italy): 2 Italians from the Italian Theatre group produced a
show called "Hamlet theatre" in Hebron between the period of 9th September and
the 7th of October 2006.

Workcamps – Incoming
- Due to the political situation in Palestine during 2006, IPYL organized only one
regional international workcamp. The camp took place according to the following
program:
- IPYL 049: From December 12 – 25, 16 participants (12 international, 4 local)
gathered in Hebron. The workcamp was organized in cooperation with Union of
Agricultural Work Committees (UAWC); the volunteers participated in agricultural
work in the mornings and during the afternoon participated in cultural field trips.

INT. SHORT TERM ACTIVITIES

Youth exchange called “The Czech Mediterranean" in Liberec, Czech Republic
from 13-22, January 2006. The Participants were from: Czech Republic, Malta,
Turkey, Greece, and Palestine. There were 6 participants from each country, 3
boys and 3 girls. The six participants from IPYL were Adli Daana, Mazen Jabari,
Bisher Shaheen, Neda Abu Hamdeieh, Georgette Habashi and Lubna Hanna.
International seminar called “The India- Palestine and Egypt Exchange for
Creating and Strengthening Links for Community Development and Advocacy for
Youth” in India from 15-24, February 2006. The participant from IPYL was Majid
Hijazi.
International seminar called “Enhancing active citizenship through volunteer
work in Euro-Med context” in Tartu, Estonian National Museum Exhibition House
from 22-25, March 2006. The two participants from IPYL were Majid Hijazi and
Majdi Dana.

Training course hosted by Europe Youth Centre and Swedish Institute, called
“Arab-Euro Training Course in HRE in Alexandria” in Alexandria, Egypt from 1-9
April 2006. The participant from IPYL was Dina Jabari.
Training seminar with our partner organization "Circolo Culturale Africa" (in
Italy), called "Mare Nostrum" in Ancona, Italy from 4-9, April 2006. The four
participants from IPYL were Ghareeb Daana, Bilal Salameh, Iman Tamimi and
Iman Shalaldeh.
Training seminar organized by CCIVS called “Cultural Diversity and Voluntary
service: International solidarity or diversity consumption” in Kostelecke Horky,
Czech Republic from 4-10, April 2006. The participant from IPYL was Ramzi
Mohtaseb.
Training course hosted by Fekete Sereg Youth Association called “Let us find
Euro Med Rhythm" in Nagyvazsony, Hungary from 26th April to 4th May 2006.
The IPYL participant was Majid Hijazi and Majdi Dana.
Preparatory meeting in Lyon that took place between the 1st and 4th of May
2006 with Mouvement pour une Alternative Non-violente (MAN) about a summer
exchange. Majid Hijazi represented IPYL in this activity.
Preparatory Meeting hosted by ISIS Berlin called "Acting in Concert" in Berlin,
Germany, from 4-8 May 2006. The IPYL participants were Adli Daana and Majid
Hijazi and the responsible contact people were Jochen Schäfer and Elisabeth
Kahn.
Training seminar A “Citizenship seminar” that took place between the 6th and
10th of May 2006 in Santa Marinelle (Rome), Italy. Mohammad Tawfik
represented IPYL on the prep team.
Preparatory Meeting took place on the 17th of May 2006 for a seminar called
"Human Rights Education and Intercultural Learning in a Euro-Med context" in
Mollina, Spain from the 1st to the 8th of October 2006. Bilal Salameh represented
IPYL in this meeting.
Seminar: IPYL, YDD and Baladna organised, a centralized YAP project with the
support of the Euromed Youth Programme of the European Union. Seminar called
"Peace Perspective in the Middle East"; it took place in Bethlehem, Palestine from
21 - 25 May. 2006.
During the seminar, an intensive socio-political introduction was presented to the
participants in addition to a review of the previous "frameworks" and an attempt
to come up with an analysis of the different factors that brought us to the current
situation. Following this, meetings with engineers of some second-track initiatives
took place. Beyond that, meetings were held with Israeli and Palestinian peace
activists who may work beyond the political planning process.
The seminar offered an overview of Israeli and Palestinian societies, with
guest speakers from different backgrounds. Then there were presentations
of the different agreements and alternative peace plans that have been
created over the years, and an analysis of why they have failed. Then

participants gained the opportunity to see the reality on the ground, mainly
in and around Jerusalem, one of the core issues in the conflict. We will also
visit several Israeli and/or Palestinian actors who advocate for change
through their grass-root activities.
The seminar was coordinated by Youth Action for Peace, an international
voluntary service organisation founded in 1923 and active in the Middle East for
decades. Locally, the activity was implemented by the International Palestinian
Youth League, Palestinian branch of YAP, and the Youth Development
Department of the Arab Studies Society / Orient House, with the support of
Baladna, Organisation for Arab Youth, and the YAP branch in Israel.
Preparatory meeting for an exchange called “Stars and Idols” which took place
between the 1st and the 3rd of July 2006, in Erfurt, Germany. Majid Hijazi
represented IPYL at this meeting.
Youth exchange called "Violence is not a solution! Towards an international civil
intervention force" in Lyon, France from 3-13, July 2006. The four participants
from IPYL were Bilal Salameh, Majid Hijazi, Tareq Tamimi and Majd Beltaji.
International youth exchange called “Volunteering for Human Rights” in
Igoumenitsa, Greece from 10- 22, July 2006. This exchange project included
forty participants from Spain, Poland, Cyprus, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, Palestine
and Greece. The four participants from IPYL were: Ghareeb Daana, Said Alkhatib,
Adawiya Albeltaji and Aysar Jaradat.
Training seminar with the organization “The Cultural Association for Youth Work
and Training” (in Portugal), called “Art in Human Rights Education" in Ermesinde,
Portugal from 20-27, July 2006. The participant from IPYL was Imad Hamdan.
International youth exchange called “The Intercultural Exchange Program” in
Naxos Island, Greece from 21-31, July 2006. Twenty-seven people from Poland,
Italy, Belgium, Turkey, Jordan, Palestine, Egypt and Greece attended. The Greek
group had six participants and the other countries had three participants each.
The three participants from IPYL were Ghareeb Dana, Shadia Dana and Jihan
Jubeh.
International youth exchange called “Star & Idols!” in Erfurt, Germany from
6-16, August 2006. Eight children (ages 15-18) from France, Morocco, Palestine
and Germany and two trainers from each of those countries attended.
Training course called “How to better accompany volunteers in reintegrating
their social environment after a long-term project" that took place in the
European Youth Centre, Strasbourg, France between the 24th and the 29th of
September 2006 Montaser Abo-Khalaf represented IPYL at this course.
Seminar hosted by Lunaria (Italy) called “Women across the Mediterranean sea
(patterns of co-operation and solidarity between tradition)‟‟ in Bari, Italy from 28
September to 4 October, 2006.
The IPYL participants were Majid Hijazi,
Georgette Habashi and Nida Abu Hamdeia.

International Seminar called "Human Rights Education and Intercultural
Learning in a Euro-Med context" it took place in Mollina, Spain – from 1-8 of
October 2006. Haitham Tamimi took part in this activity.
Expert meeting titled "Network Capacity Development Project" for the United
Network of Young Peace Builders; the activity took place between 16-21 October
2006 in School, The Netherlands. Adli Daana was the representative of IPYL.
Trainers meeting on nonviolence in Middle East. An activity of the project:
“Support for Middle East civil organizations that call for a non-violence strategy for
the transformation of the conflicts in the region”, the activity took place in Amman
between 29th October until the 1st November 2006. Adli Daana took part in this
activity.
Contact making seminar called “Medi-Terra - An Island Amongst Religions” held
between the 2nd and 8th October 2006 in Malta and organized by Hamrun Youth
Initiative Association (HYIA). Bisher Shaheen and Noor Abu Umar represented IPYL
in this seminar.
Euro-Med seminar called “The role of research in youth policy and youth work
development in the broader Euro-Med context”, organised within the framework of
the Partnership on Youth between the Council of Europe and the European
Commission; it took place from the 27-30 November 2006 in Cairo, Egypt. Mazen
Jabari took part in this activity.
Training Course called (Above & Beyond National Identity – Empowering
Regional Identity through Regional Cooperation, from the 4-10 of December
2006. Majid Hijazi took place in this activity as a trainer.
Study visit (a centralized YAP project), in Jordan and Lebanon between16th 23rd of December 2006. The representatives of IPYL were Adli Dana, Mazen
Jabari, Jawad Neiroukh and Manar Idris.

CCAPACITY BUILDING INITIATIVES

MED Hebron
Activities within the MedHebron project conducted at the Media Centre through
the “Democratization from the Grassroots" in Hebron district.
Activity: Workshop on democracy and Human Rights Issues n. 18
Number of participants: 30 (12 women) - Target group: collective of university
students
Place and Date: Media Centre 23/3/2006
Topic covered: Political participation. The importance of social, political, and
economic participation and its relations with the development of the country. How
important is it to involve citizens in the local decision making process? Analysis of
case studies: municipality Roma XI and the experience of Porto Alegre.
Assessment of the results of this activity: The participants became
motivated to increase their involvement in local decision- making and to promote
active citizenship. In addition, the participants formed a discussion group in
order to further the content of the workshop beyond its completion.
Activity: Workshop on democracy and Human Rights Issues n. 19
Number of participants: 30 (12 women) - Target group: collective of university
students
Place and Date: Media Centre, 24/3/2006

Topic covered: Topics covered included: Civil Society and democracy in the
Middle East, the broad concept of civil society (brain storming], the relations
between civil society and democratic institutions, and the relationship between
state and society.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Results related to the participants:
Acquisition knowledge of the mechanisms of the civil society organizations
particularly concerning the relations between state and civil society.
Activity: Workshop on democracy and Human Rights Issues n. 20
Number of participant: 33 (13 women)
Place and Date: Media Centre 25/3/2006
Topic covered: Youth and Leadership through non-conflict resolution
perspective. Use of non-formal education techniques (role play), to examine the
role of leader and try out the processes of decision making, mediation and
interest-based negotiation. Debriefing of the simulations supported with
theoretical conclusions on non-violent resolution techniques
Assessment of the results of this activity: Acquisition of knowledge on nonviolent and conflict resolution skills for the management of dynamics which
characterize groups and organisations.
Activity: Workshop on democracy and Human Rights Issues n. 21
Number of participant: 36 participants (7 women)
Place and Date: media Centre 29/4/2006
Target group: policemen and woman in Hebron district
Topic covered: Human rights according to international and local laws. Historical
background of human rights development according to different cultures in the
world: differences and similarities. The discussion groups focused on Palestinian
rights under Palestinian authority monitoring.
Assessment of the results of this activity: It was challenging to choose such
a target group, but participants appreciated the workshop which gave them new
understanding of human rights, also for the case of the prisoners detained in
Palestinian jails. For most of them it was the first time they attend such a
workshop. 90% of participants said this will be useful for improving their work
and life-style.
Activity: Workshop on democracy and Human Rights Issues n. 22
Number of participant: 28 participants (12 women)
Place and Date: Media Centre, 30-31/09/2006
Topic covered: The use of theatre as a tool to explore the concept of identity for
victims of abuse and social injustice. The workshop tried to supply participants
with tools to apply towards social change in their community.
Assessment of the results of this activity: First day, morning: the theoretical
part focused on experience of the participatory tool of social theatre. Afternoon:
Participants tried to answer to questions such as „What is conflict?‟; „How is it
created?‟; „What is at stake?‟, “How are people affected by the conflict”, and the
participants were asked to describe a personal experience which they remember.
Second day: participants were involved in small theatre sessions and
experimented by themselves with the concepts analyzed during the first day. At
the end of the workshop participants met with the theatre group created after the

first exchange between the civil society representatives and had a common
session on the results which could be achieved with the instrument of theatre.
It was a challenge to incorporate very different persons (different age, gender,
background) and create the right spaces of trust, but the sessions were very
clear and participatory and the facilitation was done carefully. Participants appear
to be very interested in the topic and some of them joined the following session
realized by the theatre group for the performance “Hamlet in Hebron”.
Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.12
Place and date: Hebron, Municipality of Tarquomia, 1 day, 1/01/2006
Title: The elector and the election‟s law: operations, steps, meaning
Number of participants: 50 (8 women)
Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.13
Place and date: Hebron, Hebron University, 1 day, 18/1/2006
Title: The elector and the election‟s law: operations, steps, meaning
Participant: 32 (21woman)
Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.14
Place and date: Surief Village, Municipality, 1 day, 21/1/2006
Title: The elector and the election‟s law: operations, steps, meaning
Participant: 60 (16 women)
The voting campaign covered the period before the Palestinian parliamentary
elections, and focused on motivating people to vote in elections through
understanding the Palestinian electoral law and on explaining the importance of
participation.
Topics covered: Electoral procedures and ballot rules. Comparison between the
past electoral laws and the newly approved one.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Public awareness about current
electoral law and its change over time. Acquisition of elements of analysis and
evaluation for the presidential elections. Increase in the local debate about the
election and the importance of exercising the right to vote.
20% of the
participants were involved in the elections as local observers. Most of the
organizations were present at the meeting organized by themselves and it was a
public meeting in their place and a series of activities related to elections.
Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.16
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 1 day, 15/1/2006
Title: Open Discussion about the role of political parties in the election and
candidates‟ programs.
Number of participants: 30 (11 women)
Topic covered: how political parties can act better for complying with different
tasks such as communicating with their members, representing their
constituencies, organizing their internal affairs and securing sustainable funding.
Open discussion with three candidates at the parliamentary elections: Jamal
Allshomally (Independent List), Abed Alalim Dana (PFLP representative), Ghassan
Alkhateeb (Independent)
Assessment of the results of this activity: Representative democracy cannot
function without alternative parties and candidates to vote for. Political parties

are crucial in aggregating interests, presenting political alternatives, nominating
candidates, and forming a link between the voters and those elected.
Reactins of the participants: participants had the chance to meet politicians
and discuss with them on a neutral platform. Many questions were raised and the
participation level in the discussion was quite high. The workshop intended to fill
the gap that exists between the political class and the people.
Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.17
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 13 May 2006
Number of participant: 41 participants (12 women)
Topics covered: Formalization of the Palestinian Government. Discussion about
the political faction's programs and implementation. The crisis deriving from the
formalization of the government based on a democratic system, analysis of the
actual situation.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants agreed that the crisis
between political parties should be solved by the adoption of a real democratic
system which should depend on the understanding the national interest not the
political parties interest.
Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.18
Place and date: Al Houl Village, 18/5/2006
Title: The Refugee Rights: living conditions, citizenship and right to vote
Number of participant: 60 participants (9 women)
Topics covered: The rights of refugees according to United Nations resolutions.
Analysis of the 181,194, 242 Resolutions. The role of Red Cross and of the United
Nations. Discussion group on the living conditions and right to vote of the
Palestinian refugees in Palestine, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan.
Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.19
Place and Date: Hebron, al Quds University 21/5/2006 - Target group: Student
Title: the international results of the Palestinian parliamentary election and its
effects in Palestine
Number of participant: 48 participants (20 woman)
Topic covered: The European and American position after Hamas victory.
Reasons of boycotting of the government and effectiveness of democracy.
Assessment of the result: Participants tried to understand the motivation
behind the choice of the international community but did not find an agreement
on the proposed reasons. They could go deeper in the analysis of democracy
effectiveness and the discrepancies between democracy in theory and democracy
in practice.

Activity: Voting Rights campaign/Meeting with local community n.20
Place and date: Al Aroub refugee camp, 9th of September 2006
Title: A national unity government?
Number of participant: 43 (10 women)
Topics covered: The national unity government proposal. Open discussion.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Confrontation of participants on
this sensitive topic, exchange of ideas, proposals, and discussion of problems.

Eventually the national unity government proposal was considered as a way to
persuade the world to ease the embargo that it imposed on the PA when Hamas
took power. Participants acquired new elements of analysis and evaluation. In
addition participants improved skills of debate and methods of dealing with the
expression of multiple and contradictory viewpoints.
Activity: Voting Rights Campaign/Distribution of leaflets published by
the Central Committee of Elections.
Place and date: Hebron City, Hebron Refugee Camps, Villages
Title: Voting Right Campaign
Topics covered: Information about electoral registration, electoral rules, voting
rights, and importance of the vote.
Assessment of the results of this activity: About 20.000 people were reached
by the information material published by the Central Election Commission and
distributed within the framework of the project.
Activity: Meeting with local community n.21 – showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Al Fawar Refugee Camp, 31/08/2006
Title: The rights of Palestinian children
Number of participant: 40 participants (16 women)
Topics covered:
- Vision of the movies realized within the Media Centre: “Good Morning Habibi”
and “Living in Hebron: violation of children rights”
- setting up on photographic material realized in the Media Centre
Open debate with the participants concerning the rights of children and violations
of these rights.
Activity: Meeting with local community n.22– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Media Centre, 26/08/2006
Title: Early Marriage
Number of participant: 45 participants (15 women)
Topics covered: Screening of the movie within the Media Centre on the issue of
early marriage. Open debate with the participants.
Activity: Meeting with local community n.23– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Media Centre, 19/08/2006
Title: The wall
Number of participant: 41 participants (17 women)
Topics covered: Screening of the movie within the Media Centre.
Activity: Meeting with local community n.24– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Media Centre, 23/08/2006
Title: Women‟s Rights
Number of participants: 44 participants (12 women)

Topics covered: Screening of the movie within the Media Centre on Women‟s
Rights. Open discussion.
Activity: Meeting with local community n.25– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Women Centre, Old City of Hebron, 03/09/2006
Title: life in Hebron, civil society
Number of participant: 44 participants (16 women)
Topic covered:
- Vision of the movie “Living in Hebron: civil society” and discussion about the
possible forms of active citizenship/local involvement
- Display of photographic material in the Media Centre
Activity: Meeting with local community n.26– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Media Centre, 10/09/2006
Title: youth in Hebron
Number of participant: 45 participants (12 women)
Topic covered: Screening of the movie “Music!” and discussion about the
condition of youth in Palestine (focusing on the situation of the old city)
Activity: Meeting with local community n.27– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Al Houl Village, 17/09/2006
Title: elections in Palestine
Number of participant: 38 participants (11 women)
Topic covered: vision of the interviews realized by participants on the elections
and discussion about it, focusing on the actual situation
Activity: Meeting with local community n.28– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Media Centre, 05/09/2006
Title: poverty and social network in Palestine
Number of participant: 45 participants (15 women)
Topic covered: Showing of the documentary “tekia” in the Media Centre and
discussion about poverty and social networks in Palestine.
Activity: Meeting with local community n.29– showing of Media Centre
productions
Place and date: Al Aroub Refugee Camp, 16/09/2006
Title: refugees
Number of participant: 37 participants (13 women)
Topic covered:
- Documentary on the situation of refugees shown in the Centre, open discussion
about the changes in life and rights of refugees since 1948
- set up photographic material in the Media Centre for display and discussion.
Activity: Meeting with local community n.30– showing of media Centre
productions

Place and date: Doura Village, 21/09/2006
Title: The Wall
Number of participant: 31 participants (8 women)
Topic covered:
- Vision of the documentary “The wall” and analysis of the development of the
wall: the case of Doura

--setting up of photographic material in the Media Centre
Activity: Media Workshop n.31
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 4th -24th January 2006
Title: Prisoners` rights in Israeli jails (radio workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (2 women)
Topic covered: Technical part: introduction on Radio and the new technologies
(Minidisk use, interviews making, radio track editing with Audition, radio text
editing, voice recording, and mixer use). Thematic part: Situation of Prisoners in
Israeli jails: research and discussion.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Capacity to work independently
and as a team. Participants were very motivated because of the immediate
possibility of listening to their production on the web site. Good group feeling:
participants decided to proceed with another production using the equipment of
the media Centre.
Material produced: production of a 8 minutes radio program in Arabic, published
on the MedHebron web site, production of a 18 minutes radio program on
Prisoners.
Activity: Media Workshop n.32
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 4th January 2006 – 24th January 2006
Title: Minority rights: Refugee‟s condition in Palestine (radio workshop)
Number of participants: 6(4 women)
Topic covered: Thematic part: Palestinian refugees‟ conditions. Technical part:
Introduction on Radio and the new technologies (Minidisk use, interviews making,
radio track editing with Audition, radio text editing, voice recording, and mixer
use).
Assessment of the results of this activity: Results related to the participants:
acquisition of basic knowledge on refugees rights. Facing through interview on
the field situations and histories of refugees, participants get to know better the
conditions of refugee in Palestine and learn how to deal with sensitive issues, like
personal histories.
Material produced: production of an 8 minute radio program in Arabic, published
on the MedHebron web site.
Activity: Media Workshop n.33
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 4th January 2006 – 26th January 2006
Title: The importance of Memory (advanced radio workshop)
Number of participants: 6 (2 women)
Topic covered: Thematic part: Old Palestinian people memory- interviews
Technical part: advanced elements of radio productions.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants enhanced their
previous knowledge of creating and producing a radio program. Awareness raised
about the importance of memory and of its role in construction of history. Team
working and knowledge sharing.

Material produced: production of a 8 minutes radio program in Arabic,
published on the MedHebron web site
Activity: Media Workshop n.34
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 22nd – 28th January 2006
Title: Right of Education and Organizations of Students (intensive radio
workshop – II level/ follow up of the professional training course)
Number of participants: 8 (5 women)
Topic covered: Advanced theory and practices of radio production. Theme
chosen: the right to education in international law and its frequent violations in
the occupied territories. The importance of student networks for overcoming the
closures of schools and universities.
Assessment of the results of this activity: All the participants already had
some experience in the field of radio productions (gained during workshop in the
media Centre, mainly in the professional training course) therefore they focused
more on the resolution of doubts and questions left pending from previous
courses and exercises they carried out by themselves inside the facilities of the
Centre. The workshop gave participants skills necessary for setting a standard
format for short radio programs, and makes them outline an independent
production on the chosen topic. It helped also participants to structure their
planning and implement a decision-making processes. The topic was discussed
within the group with the support of the trainer, who gave the perspective of
international law in education matters.
Material produced: the group, notwithstanding the e-support of the trainer, did
not manage to finalise the radio program on Right to Education and Student
Associations.
Activity: Media Workshop n.35
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, February – March 2006
Title: Elections (video workshop)
Number of participants: 7 (2 women)
Topic covered: Palestinian elections.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants got to know how to
cover sensitive and actual topics (such as the Palestinian elections) and to create
a short documentary based on interviews. They debated a lot on the issue of
democracy and elections during the workshop, nevertheless were able to cover
all sides of the issue in the documentary itself.
Material produced: video on Palestinian Elections
Activity: Media Workshop n.36
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, February – March 2006
Title: Alternative vision of Democracy (video workshop)
Number of participants: 6 (3 women)
Topic covered: different visions of democracy from theory to practice, potentials
and obstacles. How media represent democracy, ways of representing ideas
through video. Practical exercises on pre-recorded material.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Most of the workshop was
dedicated to the discussion between participants, first on their ideas of
democracy and after on the preview and subsequent analysis of the material
recorded in workshop nr. 29 “Representation of Democracy”. They debated on
the content of the interviews and on the way used for expressing it. Participants
learn how it is possible to work on pre-recorded material, and how to overcome

the difficulties in cutting the material without changing or influencing the content
in the interest of making free and independent documentaries.
Activity: Media Workshop n.37
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 27th February – 16th March 2006
Title: Working in the Media Centre (video workshop)
Number of participants: 13 (5 women)
Topic covered: meaning of democracy from the grassroots and importance of
everyone‟s active participation.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants were more involved in
the Media Centre project. They had the chance to discuss the meaning of
grassroots democracy, the difficulties in a context like Hebron and its relevance.
Participants decided to create a spot about the media Centre in order to advertise
it in a more effective way.
Material produced: spot about the media Centre
Activity: Media Workshop n.38
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 8th June – 11th July 2006
Title: Web design – pilot phase (basic web design workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (2 women)
Topic covered: internet as a way of free communication and as an instrument
for the diffusion of new ideas in close context – creation of web pages
Note: the workshop is the result of the request for collaboration with the
Provincia of Genova. During a meeting with the beneficiaries realized within the
second local authorities‟ exchange, some people asked for such a workshop to be
held in the Media Centre. Therefore, once back in Italy, the representative of the
Provincia of Genova started looking for a suitable person and proposed to SCI
some possible names of volunteers who could hold the workshop.
Assessment of the results of this activity: The students realized examples of
HTML and PHP pages with the following contents:
- an HTML and PHP reference guide
- examples of simple websites
Participants accepted enthusiastically the proposal of the trainer to teach
participants of workshop nr.39. This proposal has been made in order to ensure
continuity to the Media Centre activities and a more active participation in them.
Activity: Media Workshop n.39
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 11th July – 17th August2006
Title: teaching to teach: Web design – advanced phase (web design workshop)
Number of participants: 9 (3 women)
Topic covered: web page creation
Assessment of the results of this activity: The technique of asking previous
students to teach appeared to give fruitful results for both students and teachers.
Teachers improved their communication skills, team working and strengthened
their knowledge on the newly-learned topic. Students were more motivated and
less inhibited by the language (most of the lessons were in Arabic). A positive
confrontation between teachers, students and the trainer also developed on the
topic to include in the web pages.
Activity: Media Workshop n.40
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 31st May – 31st July 2006
Title: Digital Video Storytelling I(video workshop)
Number of participants: 7 (4 women)

Topic covered: Exploring the elements of storytelling through the use of digital
video technology – storytelling as an instrument of self-exploration and
confrontation with the others – discussion on the topic of poverty and social
networks.
Assessment of the results of this activity: During the workshop each student
developed its own story, which he/she filmed with the help of the other students.
This helped in the creation of teams and skills sharing. At the end participants
agreed on choosing only one story for working together on its analysis and
editing. The chosen story regarded a kind of “new-old topic”, the system of
“tekia” in the old city, which allowed a further discussion on the importance of
social networks as a means of solidarity.
Material Produced: video on the system of “tekia” in the old city of Hebron
Activity: Media Workshop n. 41
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 19th June – 17th August 2006
Title: Digital Video Storytelling II (video workshop)
Number of participants: 11 (4 women) – target group: teenagers
Topic covered: how to raise the awareness of a young audience concerning the
right to study.
Assessment of the results of this activity: the target group chosen was
particularly challenging. The decision of working with teenagers came from the
proposal of a school teacher who asked for a collaboration with the Media Centre.
Participants learn how to develop a story from A to Z. In particular they chose to
tackle the issue of the importance of education focusing on speaking from
youngster to youngster. The production realized is a very funny short story which
shows the background of the lesson and the final spot realized.
Activity: Media Workshop n. 42
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 16th August – 14th September 2006
Title: awareness‟ rising spot (video-animation workshop)
Number of participants: 6 (2 women)
Topic covered: using the software “Adobe After Effects 7.0” and “Adobe
Photoshop” for the composing, and “Final Cut”. How to realize a short spot in
graphic animation “TV style” to raise people‟s awareness about participation in
the society and electoral participation.
Assessment of the results of this activity: This workshop opened a
discussion about the possible way of raising awareness and increasing dialogue
on sensitive topics, such as participation in the society and electoral participation.
The animation spot as an example of conveying a simple but meaningful message
to a wider number of people. Participants encountered some difficulties in
following the technical part of the workshop, because they were not familiar with
the software, therefore the discussion focused more on the thematic part than on
the technical one. Participants show a deep interest in the technical part as well
and proposed to continue their technical training in a future workshop.
Material produced: animation of the media Centre logo (to be used for further
production)
Activity: Media Workshop n.43
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 21st August – 24th September 2006
Title: life of refugees (video workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (2 women)
Topic covered: history, memory and actual situation of Palestinian refugees
living in Al Fawar refugee camp

Assessment of the results of this activity: Through direct interviews
participants were better able to understand and get a sense of the reality of
Palestinian refugees and the conditions in which they are living in. Participants
learn the techniques to create, build and edit a documentary.
Material produced: Realisation of a short documentary\reportage about the
reality of refugees (in Al Fawar refugee Camp), created and discussed with the
people attending the workshop.
Activity: Media Workshop n.44
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, September 2006
Title: Youth and marriage in Palestine (Radio workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (3 women)
Topic covered: the problem of early and imposed marriage in Palestine
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants engaged in a deep
discussion about the proposed topic, while acquiring the technical skills for
realizing a radio-fiction. They experimented how it is possible to touch a sensitive
issue in a smooth way, in order to raise awareness in a broader public.
Material produced: Realisation of a radio drama about the imposed marriage in
Palestine, from a comical point of view. (in Arabic)
Activity: Media Workshop n.45
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, September 2006
Title: The common goods: water sources (Advanced Radio workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (3 women)
Topic covered: the common goods, economic rights – access to water as a right
for everyone
Assessment of the results of this activity: Water supply is a major problem
in the MENA region. Israel has illegal control over and a monopoly on the
drinkable water in the OPT which causes great distress, hardship and
unnecessary health concerns for Palestinians.
Material produced: Realization of a short production about the access to water,
created and discussed with the people attending the workshop (in Arabic).

Activity: Media Workshop n.46
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, September 2006
Title: Media and democracy (Radio workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (2 women)
Topic covered: Defining democracy, democracy in Palestine, the role of media
in a democracy
Assessment of the results of this activity: After analyzing and discussing
about media and democracy, participants conducted interviews on the proposed
topics. They learned how to prepare a radio format with live interviews and to
enrich their knowledge about the above issues.
Material Produced: a short radio production including the interviews which is
available online (in Arabic).
Activity: Media Workshop n. 47
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 4th – 28th September 2006
Title: Setting up an online radio
Number of participants: 9 (3 women)
Topic covered: creation of online radio shows focused on the right of free
speech in the West Bank, citizen access and media participation, gender issues,
the apartheid wall and the West Bank five years after the 11 of September.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants established an
editorial team, capable of creating and producing live radio shows to be
broadcasted online.
Material Produced: Setting up online radio. Each radio show has been focused on
different topics, all connected with the role of Palestinian and international civil
society in the process of democratization of the OPT. Each show presents a
feature of the specific topic discussed by participants and a series of audio
interviews and contributions from the operators and the beneficiaries of initiatives
and activities promoted by the local civil society.
Activity: Media Workshop n. 48
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 4th September – 2nd October 2006
Title: Function, participation and importance of the civil society (photo
workshop)
Number of participants: 7 (2 women)
Topic covered: Technical part: explanation of building, enlightening and
exposure elements (necessary for the planning of an image), as well as the
cameras, the lens and other equipment. Thematic part: the topical reportage,
with reference to the workshop contest and in particular the broad context of civil
society.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants became familiar with
techniques and information which will enable them to explain and show
problems/possibilities/challenges of the civil society through photography in the
future.
Material produced: exhibition of printed pictures by the participants
Activity: Media Workshop n. 49
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 14th September – 7th October 2006
Title: Covering an event through video –theatre as a way of social expression
(Video workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (3 women)

Topic covered: how to follow a dynamic event with a video camera for the
creation of a trailer. Focus on: The meaning of social theatre: Theatre as a way of
understanding relations and problems, as a way of linking together past, present
and future.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants started to see theatre
as an instrument and not as a final goal, and got involved in the development of
the theatre workshop they were following as outsiders. They followed also all the
processes of constructing a trailer (techniques, fundamental elements,) and
editing.
Material produced: trailer of the theatre workshop for internal use
Activity: Media Workshop n.50
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 28th September – 9th October 2006
Title: Covering an event through pictures –theatre as a way of social expression
(advanced photo workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (3 women)
Topic covered: how to follow a dynamic event - as a theatre workshop through pictures. Focus on the meaning of social theatre and theatre as a way of
understanding relations and problems, as a way of linking together past, present
and future.
Assessment of the results of this activity: Participants started to see theatre
as an instrument and not as a final goal, and got involved in the development of
the theatre workshop they were following as outsiders and to see pictures as a
way of presenting reality through a privileged eye. Increase in team work skills
and mutual support. Rise of interest toward theatre as a social practice of
changing the reality.
Material produced: pictures of the event (see CD workshop 50)
Activity: Media Workshop n.51
Place and date: Hebron, Media Centre, 1st September 2006 – 31th September
2006
Title: Cultural heritage preservation in Hebron – the glass bell (video workshop)
Number of participants: 5 (2 women)
Topic covered: History of hebron – cultural heritage preservation
Assessment of the results of this activity: After discussing about the cultural
heritage of Hebron district, participant chose to represent the handycraft industry
which more characterizes their city: the glass factory. They conducted a reserach
about its development in Hebron and conducted different interviews. The result is
a short documentary about the glass factory in hebron, completely created by the
students.
Material produced: documentary about glass factory
Note: the students used the animation prepared in workshop nr.42
Activity: Media campaign
Place and date: Hebron district, from July 2006
Most of the productions realized within the Media Centre have been broadcast on
local radio and TV stations. Originally we had intended to rent transmission space
only on Marah Radio and TV (partner of the project). However, in order to avoid
resentment among local radio and television stations we decided to broadcast the
productions on all radio and TV stations present in Hebron. This had the
additional positive result of broadening the public and to guarantee a widespread
distribution.

Assessment of the results of this activity: The overall impact of the media
campaign has been good. At the moment it is still quite difficult to have precise
data, but taking into consideration the feedbacks received during the hours of
live radio show (foreseen for discussing about the productions), we can say the
production reached a high number of new beneficiaries, including people who did
not know about the existence and work of the Media Centre. This has been very
important for rising awareness in people who normally could not or did not want
to take part in the activities proposed by the project, including older people and
persons belonging to more radical positions. For a summary of the received
feedback see:
Activity: Magazine
In the first year one issue of the magazine has been published in occasion of the
inauguration of the media Centre. It was the issue 0 and was focused on the
presentation of the project to the local community.
In the second year a group of youngsters interested in building up a team to
work through the magazine took shape. It has been very difficult to get
continuity in their work, but eventually a stable group started to operate and they
successfully published six issues. The magazine is divided in two sections: one
about the activities held in the media Centre, and one with articles and interviews
with beneficiaries of the activity of the Media Centre, speakers and trainer, and
people connected with the chosen subject. A section with pictures concludes the
issue.
Issue Number 1: - activities of the media Centre (seminar, media and human
rights workshops) – article: the elections and the election campaign – article: the
importance of participation in social, political and economical life.
Issue Number 2: - activities of the media Centre (election meeting, media and
human rights workshops) – article: interview with political activist from Hebron
University: the Student Council Election – article: women and participation –
article: human rights in international and Palestinian law – pictures of the
activities.
Issue Number 3: - activities of the Media Centre – article: democracy and
development. Democracy in Palestine. - Article: Hamas government after the
elections – Article: how to stimulate youth participation – Article: environment
protection in Hebron.
Issue Number 4: - activities of the Media Centre – article: law systems in
Hebron – article: the role of culture and traditions - Articles: law and human
rights protection
Issue Number 5: - activities of the Media Centre – article: culture and
education. Past and present for a vision of the future – the value of citizenship
Issue Number 6: - activities of the Media Centre – article: the effect of the
occupation on the daily life of Hebron people – article: the economic impact of
the occupation in Palestine and Hebron – article: the impact of the occupation on
Palestinian children
Note: The last two issues were not produced yet because of the delay
accumulated during the second year of the project. The project will continue in
future months.
Activity: Research
Hebron district, 10th of February 2004 – ongoing
Title: Democratic features in Hebron district
Topic covered:



Historical background on the social, cultural, economic and educational
structure as well as on the demographic structure of the Hebron area
 General political situation of the district under the occupation and its effect
on the democratic practices.
 Civil Society organizations in the district, its structure, formation and role
in building the local society
 Political parties; national and Islamic factions and its vision for the
democratic culture and their role (positive or negative) in the construction
of democracy
 Local and Presidential Elections
 The fourth authority (journalism) and its role in the promotion of
democracy, and obstacles facing cultural activities and processes
 The rights and political freedoms and their relationship with the political
practice
 Obstacles challenging the enhancement of democracy in public life
 Data and analysis on Democratic features in Hebron District
 General recommendations on the democratization process and its
potential sustainability
Because the study aims to investigate the manifestation of these democratic
traits in political participation and collective patterns, the research team
developed a questionnaire of five sections including:
social and political
background of the sample, analysis of the democratic feature in theoretical form,
analysis of the democratic feature in practical form, ways and tools that enhance
the democratic features, open-ended questions about the topic of the study. The
questionnaire has been administered to a stratified sample of 300 persons
selected from Hebron district and distributed evenly among cities, villages and
camps. The collected quantitative data were analyzed statistically using SPSS and
the qualitative data were analyzed through the content analysis method.
The questionnaire developed for the research is attached (Annex 68)
Assessment of the results:
There has been a delay in the development of the research, due to the high
discretion of people living in Hebron and the difficulties in accessing to sources,
considering also the scarcity of previous studies which deal with the city of
Hebron. The first draft of the research was fundamentally an historical starting
point for analysis of the collected actual data. Following the completion of the
first step, the researcher evaluated the questionnaires distributed and the
interviews done, and realized an assessment of the data which provided a clearer
picture of the democratic features in Hebron District. Although this research is
preliminary, it provides an excellent starting point for much needed further
research in the Hebron District.
Activity: First Exchange of civil society representatives (Italian
representatives in Palestine)
Hebron, 4th – 9th July 2006
Number of Italian participants: 7
Topic covered: Active citizenship and participation, collective memory, alternative
information, development of relations between civil societies vs clash of
civilisations, networking and cooperation between Italy and Palestine, joint
projects
Assessment of the result:
The activities included both formal and non formal meetings, as well as
workshops, seminars and visits. The exchange has been very fruitful and led to
multiple proposals for future cooperation. In particular a project for hosting an

experimental social theatre in Hebron has been drafted between ArteStudio,
Bristol and Palestinian NGOs working with children and theatre.
Note: A theatre workshop effectively took place after the exchange and saw a
very positive interaction between different palestinian organizations and the
Media Centre, as well as between the volunteers who in different ways decided to
follow the activity. In particular a video and a photographic workshop took place
in the centre, focusing on this event.
Activity: Second Exchange of civil society representatives (Italian
representatives in Palestine)
Hebron, 22nd – 27th August 2006
Number of Italian participants: 7
Topic covered: Active citizenship and participation, citizenship rights, social
inclusion, social promotion, socio-political situation in Palestine and in Italy,
development of relations between civil societies vs clash of civilisations,
networking and cooperation between Italy and Palestine, joint projects
Assessment of the result:
The exchange has provided an opportunity to compare the problems and
potentialities NGOs and associations have to face in Italy and Palestine, and to
identify joint strategies. The meetings have been particularly meaningful due to
the international context of tension and the difficulties in finding spaces of
dialogue between the Western countries and the Middle East. The direct
confrontation between representatives of civil society in both countries show that,
despite the difficulties of comprehension, there can be mutual understanding and
collaboration.
Activity: Visibility Event
Roma, 2nd April 2006
Title: “Palestina, dopo le elezioni. Per un’offensiva di dialogo e cooperazione”
[Palestine, after the election. For a drive of dialogue and cooperation]
Topic covered: The role of local authority and civil society in Palestine after the
parliamentary elections.
Program:
 Public debate with local authorities, civil society representatives,
Palestinian representatives
 Living in Hebron, a Photographic exhibition and video projections form the
media Centre: the volunteers explain their experience in Hebron.
Assessment of the result:
The event took place in a very sensitive period, while most media outlets were
calling the relations between the West and the Middle East a “clash of
civilizations” and the Hamas government was on the spot. Participation in both
the debate and the evening dedicated to MedHebron project has been very high.
The project has provided a meaningful outlet of expression for a diverse crosssection of society who struggle to live and work under the illegal Israeli
occupation. The evening constituted an occasion for the volunteers to meet and
to schedule future activities and events related to the experience they had within
the MedHebron project.
Program is attached (ANNEX 70.1)
Activity: Final Visibility Event
Roma, 5th – 7th October 2006

Title: “Hebron – Roma: andata e ritorno. Incontro di società civili tra
partecipazione, cooperazione e media” [Hebron – Roma: going and coming.
Meeting of civil societies between participation, cooperation and media]
Topic covered: three days of conferences, round tables, meetings, video
projections etc in Roma for focusing the attention on the Palestinian issue and the
MedHebron project. Program:
Thursday, 5 October 2006:
 Opening Conference: “Cooperation and civil society in Palestine”
 Projection of “Private” a movie by Saverio Costanzo, and meeting with the
director and the producer. Debate on the effects of occupation in
Palestine.
Friday, 6 October 2006:
 Round table: “Working in Palestine and Europe on media, democracy and
Human Rights: experiences, strategies and future perspectives”
 Seminar: “Media in Palestine, Palestine in the Media”
 Palestinian nights: food, dabka and music from refugee camps
Saturday, 7 October 2006:
 MedHebron day: photographic exhibitions and videos from the media
Centre. Presentation of the project and meeting with the volunteers
involved, Palestinian dinner.
Assessment of the result:
The participation level was high. Media operators, cooperation of development
operators, representatives of NGOs working in the area, local authorities,
Palestinian immigrants, and outsiders attended during the three days. Many
people got to know the work carried out by MedHebron project and debated the
different ways of working in such an area, on the methodology, potentials and so
on. Feedback form participants was very positive. During the day dedicated to
the media, a network of Italian and Palestinian organizations was formed for
future cooperation.
Poster and leaflets are attached.

THINK TANK GROUPS:
16) 4th of April 2006: The Palestinian Refugee
Number of participants: 15
Topics covered: The difficult environment that face the Palestinian refugee inside
the camp and the reforming of the infrastructures. The role of UNRWA and red
Cross, the resolutions adopted by the international community.
Assessment of the results of this activity:
The reinforcement and protection of the environment the refugees live in, is not
contradictory of their right of return. Therefore it is necessary to work for the
development of life in the camps in order to enhance the social and economic
opportunities and conditions.
17) 4th of May 2006: Violence between youngsters
Number of participants: 13
Topics covered: The different lectures of violence in Palestinian society: a
reflection on the reason which is behind it. Occupation and traditions, gap of
communication as factor which can lead to violence among youngsters
Assessment of the results of this activity After the discussion, participants started
to consider the occupation as one of the main causes, but not the only one of the
violent habits among young people. Recognition of the importance of working
with youngster, especially with the ones living in the old city.

18) 15th of June 2006: the role of NGOs in social development
Number of participants: 14
Topics covered: Definition of
NGO's roles in social development. NGOs
addressing social needs in cooperation/substitution of the state.
Assessment of the results of this activity:
NGOs have an important role in stimulating the local community to act and may
substitute the state in services delivering, but it is important to understand the
reasons which bring to such a situation. Recognition of the importance of network
creation for more effective work.
19) 13th of July 2006: the obstacles to Palestinian working women
Number of participants: 16
Topics covered: open discussion starting from a documentary film made within
the Media Centre. Stereotypes, obstacles deriving from culture and from
traditions. Work inside and outside the house. The reality of women in Hebron.
Assessment of the results of this activity:
fruitful discussion between men and women participating to the think tank.
20) 4th of September 2006: fund raising for Palestinian development
Number of participants: 15
Topic covered: The effectiveness of the international aid and support to
Palestinian government and NGO’s. Analysis of the project supported. Which are
these granting and donations political, social and economic effects, if any?
Assessment of the result:
Economic support is fundamental for the country especially considering the
difficult situation under Israeli occupation. They also create opportunities for
Palestinians which work on these kinds of projects. Nevertheless they make the
Palestinian society more dependent both in economic and political terms.
Activity: Web-site and on-line radio
During the first year AMIS, the partner responsible of the media issues, prepared
all the technical requirements for starting the data transmission and the on-line
radio project, but the on-line radio started to work properly with on-line
transmissions only during the third year.
The web site is on the URL: www.MedHebron.net.

TWINNINGS
Since August 2001, and in light of the complicated political and security situation
in Palestine and particularly in Hebron, IPYL launched the “Schools Across
Borders” project which was a self financed project that targets schools children
from the occupied part of Hebron city in the southern part of Palestine. The main
idea of this project is to create contacts between eight children schools in the Old
City of Hebron (5 boys’ schools and 5 girl’s schools) and others in Europe
(Ireland). Through this project, the children are able to express and share their
thoughts and ideas with children the same age in Ireland.
The overall goal of the project is to make young people aware of universal values
and to give them opportunities to give expression these values in ways that will
establish the school’s position as the obvious and best-suited locum for such a
project. In other words, this project aims to promote universal values in order to
strengthen responsible-minded education that anticipates both the society it
caters to and the wider world beyond it promoting awareness and effective
dialogue. “Schools Across Borders” is an ongoing project.

Four schoolgirls from Hebron had the chance to travel to Ireland to meet their
peers. A teacher, a member of the Hebron Directorate of Education and a
representative of IPYL accompanied them. The trip took place in December.

LANGUAGE TRAINING
IPYL provided two non-profit English courses in three levels (Beginners,
Intermediate and Advanced) to 45 young people of the district of Hebron during
4 months (38 hours).
IPYL also organised a non-lucrative Spanish course for beginners for a total of
three months. There were seven beneficiaries (22 hours).
Teachers were native-speakers.

STUDY VISITS
German delegation from acting in concert: 3 people.
Delegation from Bier Zeit University: 20 people.
Students of Peace Education from Basque: 4 People.
Velnova delegation (Xarxa): 8 people.
Group from the Palestinian Community in Brazil: 18 people.
Delegation from the Global Fund for Women: 4 people.
Group from CCIPP delegation (Solidarity with Palestine and anti wall campaign):
5 people.
Group of German Volunteers: 6 people.
Spanish Solidarity Delegation: 5 people.
Council of Catalan Youths

REASEARCHES & PUBLICATIONS
Meeting in Jerusalem with “Tree Cultural Association” from Spain to discuss a
book called "Voices for the Centre of the world".

LOCAL STATUTORY RELATIONS
IPYL took part in two International statutory meetings of Youth Action for Peace
In the general internal elections of Youth Action for Peace. The first meeting took
place in Weikersdorf, Austria, from 24th to 26th of February 2006. Adli DAANA
was elected as the President of Youth Action for Peace for the first time in the
history of international Peace Organization.
The second was held in Nazareth between 16-19 November 2006.
Elections of the Youth Resources Centre. Mazen Al-Jaabary was elected as the
Treasurer and Adli Daana was elected as a board member. Statutory Relations.
IPYL Attended regular meetings of the general assembly and administrative body
of the “Network of youth organizations and NGO’s in Palestine”

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Workshop in Ramallah, in Bisan Centre for Research and Development about
Youth and Development.
Meeting with the ministry of Education and professors for schools across Borders.

Meeting with Biyalara.
IPYL was in the Advisory Committee of a project with “Defense Children
International (DCI)” collaboration with Panorama in Hebron.
Symposium forum about “young leadership”. A lecture about immigration given
by Adli Daana.
Meeting with the children municipality council in Hebron.
Workshop on freedom of Media organized by Bir Zeit University- at the Grand
Park Hotel.
A meeting with youths in difficulties in the Palestinian Centre for guidance.
meeting about future cooperation with the Happy Childhood Centre about a
project called “Sharek”.
Workshop hosted by the Media section of Bir Zeit University, about the Local
Radio/TV Channel.
Meeting with the Board members of the Hebron Youth Club.
Meeting with the Media Circle at the University of Hebron.
Workshop for local journalist of the Unesco. "IT applications in media" Organised
by IPYL and UNESCO.
Meeting with the youth club of Doora.
Workshop about the real life in the Palestinian territories and about Modern
statistical indicators. Organised by the Palestinian Statistics Centre.
Attended a reception hosted by TIPH in Regency Hotel.
Meeting with the Palestinian Network of the Anna Linde foundation that took
place in Ramallah.
Meeting with The Union of Palestinian Women.

.

DONORS

IPYL met with different donors during the year in order to present IPYL’s aims
and activities and to search for cooperation:
Czech Republic representative office in Ramallah.
Paz y Tercer Mundo (PTM)
Green Peace
UNESCO
Irish Representative office- Jerusalem
MPDL- Spain
Mercy orps
ARD
World Vision
Meeting with Trocaire- Irish organization/ supports the Schools Across Borders
project.
Maysoon’s Kids Foundation.
USAID
TIP

OTHER PROJECTS
1. "Empowerment and Rehabilitation of the Youth Sector in Hebron"
Series of training workshops for local youth associations, clubs and youth
organizations in Hebron district in order to empowerment the youth sector to
enable it from providing the necessary services and activities for the young
people in the governorate of Hebron.
The first training
During the period covered by this report, IPYL implemented the following
activities:
 Youth Worker Skills
 Youth Forum Meeting.
 Voluntary raising awareness campaign.
 Strategic Planning.
The outcomes achieved during the reporting period are the following:
 42 youth from 10 youth organizations participate in 1 training course on
“Youth Worker Skills




12 youth from 8 youth organizations participate in 2 Meetings on “Hebron
Youth Forum”.
10 youth from Different Youth organizations and University Students
participate in 4 preparatory meeting on “Voluntary raising awareness
campaign”.
14 representative from 11 youth organizations participated in 2 preparatory
meeting on "Strategic Planning".

The second training
During the period covered by this report, IPYL implemented the following
activities:
 Baseline research
 Training “Organizational management”
 Training ”Writing proposals”
 Training “ Community Outreach”
„The outcomes achieved during the reporting period are the following:
 Baseline research on youth organization in Hebron
 28 youth from 12 youth organizations participate in 1 training course on
“Organizational Management”
 32 youth from 12 youth organizations participate in 1 training course on
“Proposal writing and reporting”.
 30 youth from 12 youth organizations participate in 1 training course on
“Community Outreach”.
2. Civil society and media , Democracy in action .
The project aims at providing media and Human Rights literacy programs for the
community of Hebron, especially for NGO workers, volunteers, student leaders
and local journalists. The objective is to promote the democratic process by

strengthening civil society in the Hebron district through the development of its
capacity to work and use the media in their environment both as producers and
as sources of information in order to reach a maximum number of beneficiaries
through disseminating their work.
The final objective is to empower the potential leaders of the society in media
and human rights as well as to disseminate the issues, role, services and actions
developed and conducted by NGOs. Since civil society is an indispensable part of
democracy in Palestine and needs to be supported to increase the legitimacy of
the system and because by increasing public awareness on the work done there
will be more citizens willing to participate in such organizations and actions.

The project structured in three different phases. The first one intends to make a
general introduction to human rights and civil society and to the communication
process. The second one will focus on the different media: television, radio,
press, internet and public relations. The third one will be the distribution of the
materials and information produced by the participants during the project.
5/12/2006-5/10/2007
Funded by the European Initiative for Democracy and Human Rights- European
Commission- Jerusalem.
The participants have been divided in 12 groups, for a total of up to 300
participants, chosen from the following organizations:
- Red Crescent Community Center.
- Red Crescent Volunteers Department.
- Hebron Children Municipal Council.
- Palestine Child Home Club.
- Union of Women Committees in Hebron.
- Women Organization Committee.
- Bet Ommar Women Association.
- Sa‟ir Women Center.
- Child Creativity Center.

-

Women center for legal aid and Counseling- Hebron.
Association of Women Action for Rehabilitation and training.
Al- Istiqlal (Indépendance) Center for Media & development.
Palestinian Children Arts Center.
Media and Multi Media students at Hebron and Palestine Polytechnic
Universities.
Local journalists; working in different agencies, radio and TV stations.
Student council members at Al Quds Open University.

The workshops were the following ;
Activity

Human Rights

No.
of
workshops

24 Workshop

Participants

620
Participant

Topics

- Universal
declaration of
Human Rights
- The fourth
Geneva
Conventions
- Why collect
human rights data
- Basic principles of
human rights data
collection
- Important issues
in fact-finding
- Basic form of a
human rights
violation report
- Future
accountability of
data
- Human rights
violations
definitions
- Democracy and

Democracy

12 Workshop

156
Participant

freedom
- Active citizenship
- What are NGOs
- NGOs
international
networks and
assistance
- How to create an
NGO or
other associations
- Where to find

resources

Introduction
to Media

24 Workshop

510
Participant

Web Design

12 Workshop

510
Participant

TV

30 Workshop

342
Participant

Radio

12 Workshop

103
Participant

-Accountability,
agenda setting and
gate keeping
-Public opinion
-Advocacy
journalism
-Community media
-Types of media
-Open source (php,
drupal...)
-Other publishing
systems (web logs,
viral campaigns...)
-Internet polls
-Internet video
-Internet radio
-Recording (types
of shots, lighting,
sound...)
-Editing (digital
edition, the
software,
effects...)
-Sound recording
and sound editing
(the microphones,
sound effects,
music and
image...)
-Internet video
(formats, free
access available
resources,
distribution...)
-Live radio
-Sound recording
(microphones,
background sound,
sound effects...)
-Sound edition
(software, sound
effects, music and
radio...)
-Internet radio
(digital sound
formats, free

Photography

6 Workshop

48 Participant

Public
Relations

3 Workshop

42 Participant

access available
resources,
distribution...)
-Basic photography
concepts
-Light
-Composition
-The portrait
-Cameras
-Digital
photography
(photography
edition)
-Internet
-Press release
-How to develop
publications
-How to run major
activities
-What is a
spokesperson
-Negotiations and
mediation

* IPYL Also organized Two Specialized Conferences
- 1st Conference: Media and Human Rights Reality in the Local Community
Approximately 100 participants each day.
- 2nd Conference: Democracy and Media Reality in the Local Community.
Approximately 100 participants each day
3. Giving Women A voice- Funded by the UNESC-IPDC and the Irish AidDublin
11/12/2006-11/5/2007

The original project proposal states as immediate objectives:
-

-

-

To build the capacity and campaigning skills of 20 young female and male
leaders by providing them with various trainings on television, radio,
photojournalism and public relations.
To improve the situation of women in Hebron district by spreading
information on women‟s right, health, family planning and women‟s role in
democracy and development.
To increase the number of contents dealing with women issues in the 4 local
radio and 2 TV stations in Hebron district.

To monitor and report on women situation in Hebron district through the
media productions.
All the immediate objectives were successfully performed: (1) 31 female and
male participated in the activities; (2) an awareness campaign was raised on
women rights; (3) 4 local radio and 2 TV stations increased the number of
contents dealing with women issues;(4) a total of 100 hours of training were
implemented, 60 on gender issues and human rights, 30 on technical media and
10 on public relations.
-

The real outputs of the project were:
A number of 40 trainees have been chosen based on two main criteria:
geographic distribution, as we targeted women from marginalized areas in
Hebron District; activism, as the target women actively participate in the life
of their community. The total of 120 training hours was presented by the
three trainers, and was divided as follows:
A. Series of Workshops on gender: each workshop 12 hours of
training.
Workshop 1: The International Human Rights Chart
The first step is to make the participants familiar with Human Rights, help
them detect where they are not respected and find ways to ensure that
they are respected in their environment.
Workshop 2: Women rights and gender equality
This workshop should introduce the gender equality perspective and its
application to all aspects of life: social, economical, professional.
Workshop 3: Women participation in the socio-political system.
The objective is to find ways in which women can participate in society
and politics in order to increase their representation and to include their
demands on the socio-political agenda.
Workshop 4: Gender mainstreaming
Introduction to the concept and detection of the actions possible in their
environment.
Workshop 5: Tradition, religion and human rights
This workshop is aimed at finding out if there are contradictions between
traditional and religious
values and gender equality and ways to counteract them.
Workshop 6: Agenda setting
In order to establish the actions to take place after the training, this
workshop will aim at detecting the most controversial issues, through
polling techniques, and prioritization of issues tackled in the second part
of the project.
B. Technical training on media productions: each workshop being a
total of 12 hours of training.
Workshop 1: Journalism techniques
Introduction to journalism concepts (the 5W and 1H, the interview, the
feature...), community media and advocacy journalism
Workshop 2: Television production
Camera work, editing, sound. Advertising techniques. (Production )

Workshop 3: Radio productions
Sound recording and editing. Sound effects and the use of music.
Advertising techniques. (Production)
C.
Series of workshops on Public Relations: each workshop being a
total of 6 hours of training (total 12 hours)
Workshop 1: Introduction to the concepts with focus on how to introduce
women issues to the public
Workshop 2: PR Events (organization of event in different locations with
focus on women rights and participation)

-

Although the training course is over, most of the media stations and those
who participated in the training still come to the center to prepare their work.
The center‟s mission did not stop by the end of the training course. This is an
indication that the center is still an active one and its services are very much
needed.

-

The productions prepared by the participants exceeded the number of the
original plan, as 9 radio and 4 TV capsules have been produced during the
training and was broadcasted in the local stations,.
The radio productions were the following
The Right Of Education For Women.
The Dowry .
Right Of Women In Political Participation .
Two Radio Productions On Early Marriage .
„ URFY – Temporary Marriage „
Women Prisoners.
Guards Of Heritage.
Violence Against Women .
The TV production were the following;
Honour Killing .
Women Between Reality And Rights .
Early Marriage.
School Drop Outs .

123456781234-

IPYL contracted Al Marah radio station to broadcast 800 minutes of the
project's audio productions and 800 minutes video productions developed
during this project by the participants. Al Marah radio station distributed
these productions to 2 local TV stations, AL Amal and Al Nawras, and to 3
other radio stations, Al Hurriyyeh, Al Nawras and Dream. All the radio
and TV productions have been successfully broadcasted them starting
from the 15th of June until the 30th of June 2007. As a courtesy from their
side, the radio stations broadcasted the audio productions for 600 Minutes
and the same for the TV stations with the video productions.
-

The photo exhibition on women situation in Hebron took place as planned in
the Media Center. The best 36 pictures took by the participants, Areem Al
Amleh, Amani Sarahneh, Hayat Abu Sal'om, Aseel Mhanna, were chosen out
of a 100 total and showed in the exhibition. (see annex IV- Photo

exhibition CD). The pictures show different aspects of women life in
Palestine.
-

One professional training manual was developed, edited, designed laid out
and printed on CDs‟ and used as the main training kits for this specialised
training course. The role of this training manual did not finish with the
project, on the contrary, it was distributed to the concerned stations, media
colleges and schools, media centers, journalists and interested individuals.
Number of 100 copies were burned and distributed as planned.

Schools Across Borders 2007:
This project aims at developing the concepts of human values and tolerance
among teenagers from 8 schools in the old part of Hebron city, and later
exchanges of letters and videos of daily issues of an average Palestinian child
with their peers in 15 children schools in Ireland (Dublin and Belfast). Annually,
group of 20 Palestinian children travel to Ireland to meet their peers as part of
their informal education sessions. Through this project, the children are able to
express and share their thoughts and ideas with children the same age in Ireland.

REASEARCHES & PUBLICATIONS
- Research about the youth needs in Hebron.
- IPYL published four films through the “giving Women a Voice “ project .

Nine radio‟s programs through the “giving Women‟ a Voice „ project and the social
work.
Under the following names ;
.

Empowerment and rehabilitation of the Youth Sector in Hebron
Civil society and media , Democracy in action.
Giving Women A voice- Funded by the UNESCO-IPDC and the Irish AidDublin .

DONORS AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

IPYL met with different donors during the year in order to present IPYL‟s aims
and activities and to search for cooperation:
-

The Irish Aid.
Irish Representative office- Ramallah
MPDL- Spain
Mercy corps
Maysoon‟s Kids Foundation.
The European commission.

IPYL’s Activities 2007

OUR ACTIVITIES 2007
VOLUNTEERING
LONG TERM VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT – INCOMING
IPYL hosted 15 European volunteers from different Countries “ Spain , Italy ,
Malta , Germany , Britain , Austria , Czech , USA “ during the year 2007 , and
contributed them on 9 Palestinian organizations as the following

Name

Country

Hosting Organization

Erika Celi

Italy

Jerusalem – The Princess Basma Center
For Disabled Children

Christiane Nagel

Germany

Jerusalem – Youth Development
Department – Arab Studies Society
Jerusalem – The Princess Basma Center
For Disabled Children
Jerusalem – Burj Al Luq Luq Center
Society

Zynep Arslan

Germany

Arnau Llaberia

Spain

Salvino Ellul Bonici

Malta

Hebron - IPYL

Daniele Bagnaresi

Italy

Martin Cutta

Czech

Laura Dominguez
Gonzalez
Valentina Morlin

Spain

Jerusalem – Burj Al Luq Luq Center
Society
Hebron – Hebron Rehabilitation
Committee
Hebron – Al-Mahawer Society

Saverio Sacchetti

Italy

Jerusalem – Woman Center in the
Shufat Camp
Hebron - Hebron Media Center IPYL

Zbynek Wojkowski

Czech

Jerusalem - Faisal Hussieni Foundation

Stefan Schwarzmair

Austria

Jerusalem - Faisal Hussieni Foundation

Salma Gherras

France

Serin Duzdar

Austria

Eliah Macaluso

UK

Jerusalem - Saraya Center for
Community Services
Jerusalem - Beit Duqqo Development
Society
Ramallah – Popular Art Center

Italy

IPYL also hosted Laura Khouri A volunteer From Washington / USA for short
term voluntary service “ one month “ 22\6-22\7\2007 . She Worked For
Reporting Editing & Communications .
Long-Term Voluntary Services – Outgoing
IPYL placed two long-term volunteer in projects in Spain & Malta :
-

Ramzi Mohtaseb (Hebron): Six months voluntary service (August 2007 –
January 2008) with Xarxa Valencia \ Spain
Jamal Daajna ( Hebron ) : six months voluntary service (December 2007May 2008 ) with Hamrun Youth Initiative Association . Malta

INT. SHORT TERM ACTIVITIES

-

From the 26 of April until the 30 IPYL attended a Study Circle in Iceland
about Falling Walls – Moving Cultures funded by the European
commission.

-

From the 6th of May until the 8th IPYL attended a Study Circle supported
by Non-Violence Movement in France\ Lyon.
From the 6th of June until the 10th IPYL attended a seminar in Italy\ Rome
about the Woman in the Mediterranean areas .
From the 1st of July until the 10th IPYL attended a study circle in Ireland
called “ Our Rights … Our Future “ by an invitation from the Amnesty
International Irish Brunch.
From the 21st of September until the 27th IPYL participated in an
international seminar in Italy about the
“ Communications Skills in the areas of conflicts” By „ CCIVS‟ .
From the 18th of November until the 23rd IPYL participated in “ League of
Arab States youth forum “ , in Egypt by the Arabs League about
encouraging youth to participate in their societies .

Work Camps – Incoming
IPYL organized Eight work camps during the year 2007.

WORKCAMP DIRECTORY 2007:
Code

Dates

Coordi
nating
Org

Place

Inscrip
tion to

Type of
the
work

ME022/IPYL50/07

01 - 15
June.
2007

IPYL

Biet Umer
Village,
Palestine

IPYL

Rehabili
tation
Of land

ME023/ 2007

06 – 20
July.
2007
09 – 23
July.
2007
13 – 27
Aug.
2007
17 – 31
August.
2007
15 – 30
October

YDD

Beit Duqqu
Village,Jerusal
em
El Max –
Alexandria,
Egypt
El Max –
Alexandria,
Egypt
Amman,
Jordan

YDD

Agricult
ure

Gudran

Arts

Gudran

Arts

YDD

Ecology

IPYL

Agricult
ure

YDD

Rehabili
tation
Of land
Environ
mental

ME024/Gudran01/
07
ME025/Gudran02/
07
ME026/ 2007
ME027/IPYL 52/
07
ME028/ 2007
ME029/IPYL53/
07

12 – 27
October.
2007
15 – 30
Decembe

Gudran
Gudran
YDD/N
FYC
IPYL
YDD
IPYL

ALsamoo
Village,
Palestine
BeitDuqqo
Village,Jerusal
em
Bethlehem,
Palestine

IPYL

r. 2007

THINK TANK GROUPS:

topics
-

We held 12 Meetings every Second Thursday and discussed the following
:
Voluntary Service.
The situation in Gaza.
Violence among people in Hebron.
Role of law in Hebron.
Active citizenships.
Unemployment among young people.
Early marriage.
Women and education.
Youth and information technology.
Reserving the cultural heritage of Hebron.
Documenting the human rights violations.
The tribal law.

LANGUAGE TRAINING
IPYL provided one non-profit English courses in three levels (Beginners,
Intermediate and Advanced) to 35 young people of the district of Hebron during
June . by the volunteer Salvino from Malta .

DELECATIONS VISITS

Delegations
IPYL welcomed 9 delegations during the year 2007 :
-

29\3
ISM.
8\4
30\6
7\7
20\7
21\7
7\8
8\9
17\9

International delegation from the International solidarity movement
delegation from the World food program .
delegation from MPDL-Spain.
delegation from the immensity international /Irish Brunch.
delegation for solidarity from the Pasque country.
delegation from SCI Italy.
delegation from Palestine Solidarity Committee \ Barcelona.
delegation from the United Network \ Holland.
delegation from Youth Action for Peace YAP \ Italy, Spain, Belgium.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
IPYL have been organized & participated in many meeting during the year :
- 14\3 Meeting with the Central Elections Commission To discuss the results of
the elections in Hebron.
- More than one Meeting with the youth resource center. IPYL is represented in
two members in the board.
- 19\4 Meeting in Bethlehem coordinated with the Non- violence movement, the
meeting was for coordinating the summer activities.
- 29\8 a Seminar with the ministry of youth and sports about “ the youth policy “.
Note that the international Palestinian youth league is a member in the National
committee for developing the national youth policy.
- 13-16\11 a Meeting in Jordan supported by Arab network for non-violent
actions

